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6 ABSTRACT: Ordered interlayer stacking is intrinsic in two-
7 dimensional covalent organic frameworks (2D COFs) and has
8 strong implications on COF’s optoelectronic properties. Reversible
9 interlayer sliding, corresponding to shearing of 2D layers along
10 their basal plane, is an appealing dynamic control of both structures
11 and properties, yet it remains unexplored in the 2D COF field.
12 Herein, we demonstrate that the reversible interlayer sliding can be
13 realized in an imine-linked tetrathiafulvalene (TTF)-based COF
14 TTF-DMTA. The solvent treatment induces crystalline phase
15 changes between the proposed staircase-like sql net structure and a
16 slightly slipped eclipsed sql net structure. The solvation-induced
17 crystallinity changes correlate well with reversible spectroscopic
18 and electrical conductivity changes as demonstrated in oriented COF thin films. In contrast, no reversible switching is observed in a
19 related TTF-TA COF, which differs from TTF-DMTA in terms of the absence of methoxy groups on the phenylene linkers. This
20 work represents the first 2D COF example of which eclipsed and staircase-like aggregated states are interchangeably accessed via
21 interlayer sliding, an uncharted structural feature that may enable applications such as chemiresistive sensors.
22 KEYWORDS: conductivity switching, covalent organic frameworks, interlayer sliding, reversible phase transformation, solvent responsive,
23 tetrathiafulvalene
24 ■ INTRODUCTION
25 Two-dimensional covalent organic framework (2D COF) is a
26 class of synthetic layered organic materials with a periodic
27 arrangement of repeating units, typically rigid conjugated ring
28 systems, within a 2D layer, which are further stacked in the
29 third dimension with a crystallographic order.1−7 The in-plane
30 order is conserved by strong covalent bonds, while the out-of-
31 plane order relies on weak noncovalent interlayer interactions
32 such as π−π stacking interactions.8,9 Crystalline framework
33 materials can undergo lattice contraction and extension
34 without collapsing the crystal framework when exposed to
35 environmental stimuli, as demonstrated in metal−organic
36 frameworks (MOFs).10−12 Only until recently have such
37 phenomena been demonstrated in solvent-responsive three-
38 dimensional (3D) COFs,13−15 while 2D COFs rarely undergo
39 phase changes without losing crystallinity.16 Lattice deforma-
40 tion was noted in a recent 2D COF example;17 however, the
41 contraction and expansion are confined within the 2D plane,
42 with little information about the crystalline order on the layer
43 stacking direction. Since interlayer stacking significantly
44 impacts the electronic, optical, and mechanical properties of
45 layered materials,18 as exemplified by graphene19 and
46 transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDs),20 it is important
47to achieve control of the stacking order, and more ideal if
48reversible layer sliding and realignment can be realized, which
49is relevant for applications as sensors21,22 and responsive
50materials.23
51The interlayer stacking modes in 2D COFs are commonly
52modeled against two boundary scenarios where adjacent layers
53are either fully eclipsed or staggered, which are best described
54as close approximations, as slight offset has been proposed and
55supported by theoretical calculations.9 Recent studies have
56revealed examples of intermediate interlayer stacking modes
57such as staircase24−26 and serrated stacking.27 Although the
58interlayer interactions are relatively weak and thus translational
59freedom is expected to facilitate layer shearing along the basal
60plane, no interchange between these different stacking modes
61has been disclosed in 2D COFs. In fact, the majority of the
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62 known 2D COFs showcase the stability of their crystalline
63 phase, implying that the interlayer interactions are rather
64 strong such that layer sliding is circumvented. Few exceptions
65 are noted where interlayer interactions are weak enough such
66 that solvent treatment disrupts the crystallographic order along
67 the stacking direction, resulting in few-layer aggregates with
68 decreased crystallinity.16,28−30 The question thus remains as to
69 whether reversible layer sliding can be realized in polymorphic
70 2D COFs, which necessitates structural variations to fine-tune
71 interlayer stacking interactions. Herein, we report two
72 tetrathiafulvalene (TTF)-based imine COFs, TTF-TA and
73 TTF-DMTA, constructed by reacting a tetraaniline-appended
74 TTF (TTF-NH2) with terephthalaldehyde (TA) and dime-
75 thoxy terephthalaldehyde (DMTA), respectively. The two
76 COFs display contrasting packing structures and responses to
77 solvent treatment. TTF-TA shows decreased crystallinity when
78 exposed to polar solvents such as ethanol (EtOH), while TTF-
79 DMTA undergoes a crystalline phase change upon solvent
80 exposure, corresponding to the synchronized sliding of the 2D
81 layers. The solvent-induced phase is transient and reverts to
82 the original state upon desolvation. The successful realization
83 of reversible interlayer stacking sets the stage to investigate its
84 impact on charge transport properties in 2D COFs. Reversible
85 changes in conductivity were observed in solvent-exposed
86 TTF-DMTA COF thin films, contrasting to irreversible
87 conductivity change in the case of TTF-TA, which correlates
88 well with their crystallinity switching behavior.
89 ■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
90 Material Synthesis and Characterization. TTF-based
91 COF was previously synthesized by us31 and several other
92 groups32,33 from the reaction between tetra-formylbenzene-
93 derived TTF and 1,4-phenylenediamine. While this COF
94 showed appealing electrical properties, further study was
95 hampered by the nontrivial synthesis of the TTF tetraaldehyde
96 precursor, which required tedious and lossy purification from
97 partially arylated byproducts. In the revised COF design, we
98 employed tetraaniline-derived TTF (TTF-NH2), which could
99 be obtained in high purity following routine procedures (see
100 the Supporting Information for details). The syntheses of
101 TTF-TA and TTF-DMTA COFs were attempted by reacting
102 TTF-NH2 with TA or DMTA under various solvothermal
f1 103 conditions (Figure 1). After optimization, TTF-TA and TTF-
104 DMTA COFs could be readily obtained by reacting the
105precursors at 120 °C for 3 days in a mixture of acetic acid (6
106M) and dimethylacetamide/mesitylene (see Figures S1−S4).
107Both COF structures were well characterized by a variety of
108techniques, including Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) and
109
13C cross-polarization magic-angle spinning (CP-MAS) solid-
110state NMR spectroscopies. A comparison of the FT-IR spectra
111of the COFs against those of the starting materials (Figures S5
112and S6) revealed the appearance of the characteristic imine
113CN stretching vibrations at ∼1620 cm−1, together with the
114greatly diminished intensity of the aldehyde CO and amine
115N−H stretching frequencies, suggesting the effective Schiff-
116base reactions. The imine bond formation also corroborated
117with the peaks at 162.5 and 154.2 ppm in the respective 13C
118CP-MAS NMR spectra of TTF-TA and TTF-DMTA (Figures
119S7 and S8). Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of TTF-TA
120and TTF-DMTA showed no appreciable weight loss at
121temperatures below 380 and 350 °C, respectively, indicating
122the good thermal stability of these COFs (Figure S9).
123Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images revealed that
124TTF-TA COF had a morphology as well-defined microcrystals
125(Figure S10), while the TTF-DMTA COF appeared as
126aggregates of nanorods (Figure S11). The surface area and
127porosity of the TTF-TA and TTF-DMTA COFs were
128evaluated by nitrogen adsorption−desorption measurements
129conducted at 77 K on samples activated by N2 flushing. As
130depicted in Figures S12 and S13, both COFs displayed a type I
131adsorption isotherm, implying that they were typical micro-
132porous materials. The Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET)
133specific surface areas were determined to be 510 m2 g−1 for
134TTF-TA and 837 m2 g−1 for TTF-DMTA, while their total
135pore volumes based on a single point measurement (P/P0 =
1360.95) were calculated to be 0.35 and 0.47 cm3 g−1, respectively.
137The pore widths of TTF-TA and TTF-DMTA were
138determined to be 1.8 and 1.6 nm, respectively (Figures S14
139and S15) based on simulations using Quenched solid density
140functional theory (QSDFT), which matched very well with the
141predicted values of TTF-TA (1.9 nm) and TTF-DMTA (1.7
142nm).
143Crystallinity Studies. The powder X-ray diffraction
144 f2(PXRD) pattern of TTF-TA (Figure 2) exhibited a strong
145diffraction peak at 4.3° and two weak peaks centered at 6.9 and
1468.7°, assignable to the reflections from the (110), (130), and
147(220) facets, respectively. It has been demonstrated that the
148combination of a tetradentate building block with a linear
Figure 1. Syntheses of TTF-based COFs TTF-TA and TTF-DMTA.
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149 ditopic linker may produce three potential 2D layered
150 structures with different topologies, including dual-pore (DP)
151 sql, DP kgm, and single-pore (SP) sql nets.34,35 The PXRD
152 patterns of all three plausible structures (Figure S16) were
153 simulated with both an eclipsed (AA) and a staggered
154 interlayer packing (AB) using Materials Studio software,36
155 from which the AA stacked SP sql net with a C2/m space
156group gave the best match with the experimental data. Pawley
157refinement based on this structure yielded a PXRD pattern that
158was consistent with the experimental pattern, affording refined
159unit cell parameters of a = 24.93 Å, b = 44.36 Å, c = 4.55 Å, α =
160γ = 90° and β = 104.86° with Rwp and Rp of 2.84 and 2.07%,
161respectively. The deviation of β from 90° correlates to a refined
162structure where the COF layers are slightly offset along the
163short TTF axis, as depicted in Figure 2. This slipped AA
164(denoted as s-AA) stacking is similar to these described in
165other COF systems such as pyrene-based COFs.25,37
166The methoxy-bearing TTF-DMTA COF showed a PXRD
167 f3pattern apparently different from that of TTF-TA (Figure 3).
168Simulations excluded the formation of DP sql and DP kgm
169nets due to the obvious mismatch (Figure S17). On the other
170hand, the pattern exhibited fair similarity to that of TTF-TA
171but with notable differences, such as the appearance of a
172shoulder to the 110 reflection and splitting of the 220
173reflection, which was indicative of a decreased symmetry of the
174unit cell. Increasing the offset between adjacent layers in sql
175net by displacing the layers along the long TTF axis results in a
176lower symmetry. Simulation based on this staircase-like sql net
177structure matched well with the experimental pattern (Figure
1783a,c). The diffraction peaks at 4.5, 5.1, 5.6, and 9.2° were
179attributed to the (110), (1i0̅), (020), and (220) facets,
180respectively. Further Pawley refinement based on the proposed
1812D staircase sql net using a P1 space group gave the following
182unit cell parameters: a = 24.34 Å, b = 44.82 Å, c = 5.36 Å, α =
183134.44°, β = 104.86°, γ = 72.11°, with agreement factors of Rwp
184and Rp of 2.36 and 1.70%, respectively. Compared to the s-AA
185stacking model for TTF-TA, the layer stacking in this staircase-
186like model for TTF-DMTA requires displacement along both
Figure 2. PXRD patterns and simulated structures of the TTF-TA
COF. Experimental PXRD pattern of TTF-TA (black), Pawley
refined PXRD pattern of TTF-TA (pink), and the difference plot of
the two PXRD patterns (blue). PXRD patterns of simulated SP sql
net with s-AA stacking (green) and AB stacking (red), and their
corresponding simulated structures.
Figure 3. Reversible crystal-to-crystal phase transformation between TTF-DMTA and TTF-DMTA-1 and the corresponding PXRD patterns. (a)
Packing structure of the staircase SP sql type TTF-DMTA. The blowout shows the staircase-like interlayer stacking of the TTF units. (b) Packing
structure of the s-AA sql type TTF-DMTA-1 COF. The blowout shows the slipped eclipsed interlayer stacking of the TTF units. (c) PXRD
patterns of the TTF-DMTA COF: experimental (black), Pawley refined (red), their difference (green), and simulated staircase SP sql net (pale
blue). (d) PXRD patterns of the solvated TTF-DMTA-1 COF: experimental (black), Pawley refined (red), their difference (green), and simulated
s-AA sql net (purple). (e) PXRD pattern changes of TTF-DMTA toward different solvents, showing reversible crystal-to-crystal structural
transformation between TTF-DMTA and TTF-DMTA-1. (f) Time-dependent PXRD pattern changes of TTF-DMTA to EtOH, showing the
dynamic structural transformation between TTF-DMTA and TTF-DMTA-1.
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187 the short and long axes of the TTF unit. The symmetry
188 reduction of the unit cell and the PXRD pattern induced by
189 such s staircase-like interlayer stacking is similar to that of a
190 recently reported J-aggregated porphyrin COF.24
191 Interestingly, the TTF-DMTA COF underwent reversible
192 crystal structural transformation upon treatment with various
193 solvents. As illustrated in Figure 3e, when immersing the COF
194 powder in solvents such as MeCN, MeOH, and EtOH, the
195 PXRD pattern of solvated TTF-DMTA changed significantly
196 to a new and more symmetric phase (denoted as TTF-DMTA-
197 1). A time-dependent study of the PXRD changes of TTF-
198 DMTA upon EtOH treatment revealed that TTF-DMTA was
199 converted to TTF-DMTA-1 within the data collection period
200 (∼1 min) (Figure 3f). When the solvated sample was left in
201 the air, its PXRD pattern reverted to the asymmetric one
202 within a few minutes, corroborating with the evaporation of
203 the adsorbed solvent. Such solvent-induced reversible changes
204 were tested by sequential exposure to MeCN, MeOH, and
205 EtOH (Figure 3e) or repeated three times using EtOH as the
206 solvent (Figure S18), with no apparent loss of crystallinity,
207 confirming the reversibility and cycling stability of the phase
208 changes. In contrast, treating TTF-TA with EtOH solvent led
209 to irreversible crystallinity loss, together with the shift and
210 broadening of the (100) peak, which did not recover after
211 prolonged solvent evacuation (Figure S19).
212 Analysis of the PXRD pattern of the solvated TTF-DMTA-1
213 COF revealed great resemblance to that of TTF-TA COF with
214 a s-AA-stacked SP sql net structure, as was further supported
215 by simulation (Figure 3b,d). The peaks at 2θ = 4.1, 8.2, 10.7,
216 and 12.2° could be assigned to the (110), (220), (240), and
217 (330) facets, respectively. Pawley refinement based on a s-AA-
218 stacked SP sql net showed good agreement with the following
219 unit cell parameters: a = 25.16 Å, b = 42.30 Å, c = 4.50 Å, α = γ
220 = 90°, β = 95.05° (Rwp = 4.17%, Rp = 2.81%). The reflection at
221 ∼5°, which is missing in the simulated XRD of TTF-DMTA-1,
222 might suggest the coexistence of some residue phases from
223 TTF-DMTA, while other unknown phases coexisting in the
224 system cannot be excluded. The reversible crystalline phase
225 change in TTF-DMTA suggested in-plane lattice deformations
226 due to solvent adsorption/desorption, commensurate with
227 synchronized sliding of the 2D layers such that the crystallo-
228 graphic order on the stacking direction can be preserved. In
229 contrast, the irreversible phase change in solvent-treated TTF-
230 TA suggested that lattice contractions significantly disrupted
231 the interlayer stacking and rendered the loss of crystallinity.
232 The weakened interlayer stacking was supported by atomic
233 force microscopy (AFM) studies of the TTF-TA samples
234 prepared after sonication in EtOH, which revealed micron-
235 sized sheetlike structures. The thickness was only 3.3 nm,
236 corresponding to a few COF layers (Figure S20). In contrast,
237 similarly treated TTF-DMTA COF samples showed very
238 different morphologies with a nonuniform thickness (Figure
239 S21).
240 Theoretical Modeling. Density functional theory (DFT)
241 calculations were carried out to provide more insight into the
242 solvent-induced crystalline phase change observed in TTF-
243 DMTA. Before modeling the periodic structures of the COFs
244 in the presence and absence of solvent, it is prudent to
245 investigate how the solvent molecules are localized in the
246 framework. The evolution of the Raman spectrum of TTF-
247 DMTA upon treatment with EtOH provided good exper-
248 imental clues. The intensities of the bands observed at 1150
249 cm−1 and, more pronouncedly, at 1669 cm−1 decreased in the
250presence of the solvent and rose again when the solvent was
251evaporated (see Figure S22a). The computed Raman spectrum
252of a monomeric TTF unit (see Figures S22b, S23, and S24)
253indicated that bands at 1669 and 1150 cm−1 correspond to
254CN stretching vibrations and rocking modes in the
255dimethoxyphenyl rings, respectively. The simulation suggested
256that both MeOH and MeCN solvent molecules can establish
257hydrogen bonding with the nearby imine and methoxy groups,
258forming a six-membered pseudo-ring and stabilizing the
259molecular structure (see Figure S24). The presence of solvent
260molecules at this position leads to significant changes in the
261molecular structure, especially involving the torsions between
262dimethoxyphenyl rings and TTF core, and is consistent with
263the loss of intensity of the bands at 1150 and 1669 cm−1 (see
264Figures S23 and S24 and Table S1 for more details).
265Based on the solvent−molecule interaction model, TTF-TA,
266TTF-DMTA, and TTF-DMTA-1 periodic structures were
267modeled at the DFT level, employing the above-mentioned
268simulated crystal structures as the starting point and
269incorporating the solvent molecules (using MeOH for
270simplicity) at the indicated positions in the case of TTF-
271DMTA-1 (see the Supporting Information for computational
272details). In agreement with experimental observations, DFT
273calculations yielded slipped eclipsed structures for both TTF-
274 f4DMTA-1 and TTF-TA crystals (Figures 4 and S25), and
275staircase packing for TTF-DMTA with an interlayer π−π
Figure 4. Calculated crystal packing structures for TTF-DMTA and
TTF-DMTA-1 using periodic boundary conditions at the HSE06/3-
21G* level of theory. (a) Crystal packing structure for TTF-DMTA
(in the absence of methanol). (b) Crystal packing structure for TTF-
DMTA-1 (in the presence of methanol). Zoomed images of different
stacking arrangements of TTF-DMTA and the π-stacking distance
between TTF cores (dπ), the displacement distance between TTF
cores (ds), and the localization of the solvent molecules forming a six-
membered pseudo-ring with amine and methoxy groups.
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276 distance of ∼3.8 Å. In general, larger dihedral angles between
277 conjugated rings were computed for TTF-DMTA than for
278 TTF-DMTA-1, but the interlayer π−π distance in the solvated
279 TTF-DMTA-1 COF shows an increase of about 0.8 Å with
280 respect to the staircase-stacked TTF-DMTA (Figure 4).
281 Oriented COF Thin Film Growth, Optical Character-
282 ization, and Modeling. COF thin films of both TTF-DMTA
283 and TTF-TA with thicknesses of around 100 nm were
284 successfully grown onto modified silicon or transparent ITO-
285 coated glass substrates using slightly different conditions from
286 the bulk powder synthesis. Grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray
287 scattering (GIWAXS) experiments were carried out to verify
288 the crystallinity of these thin films. In-plane Bragg diffraction
289 rods, together with a strong out-of-plane π−π stacking peak,
290 were observed for both COF thin films grown on silicon
f5 291 (Figures 5a,b and S26) or ITO-glass substrates (see Figure
292 S27), indicating the preferential orientation of COF crystallites
293 with the 2D layers lying parallel to the substrate. In-plane
294 linecuts show diffraction patterns that are identical to those of
295 the powder samples, further confirming the crystallinity of
296 these thin films.
297 Ethanol treatment of TTF-DMTA induced visual color
298 changes from brown to blackish brown (inset in Figure S28);
299 in contrast, no color change was observed for the similarly
300 treated TTF-TA. Such visual changes were consistent with the
301 UV−vis−near IR (NIR) responses of COFs in both the solid
302form (Figure S28) and the thin film form (Figure 5c). The
303UV−vis−NIR spectrum of a TTF-DMTA thin film grown
304onto a transparent ITO-coated glass substrate exhibited two
305sharp peaks centered at 305 and 411 nm and two low-intensity
306peaks at ∼550 and 1280 nm. The broad peak in the NIR
307region was also observed in the spectrum of the TTF-DMTA
308solid (∼1000 nm, Figure S28), which is characteristic of the
309TTF•+ radical cation species and agrees with the theoretical
310simulations of the macrocyclic tetrameric TTF unit cell (see
311details in Table S2). The spectral feature is also consistent with
312that of the previously reported TTF-based COF, attributable
313to partial oxidation of TTF during the synthesis.31 When
314treated with EtOH, a slight but discernible red shift of all the
315absorption peaks was observed with a broad radical cation
316absorption being the most obviously shifted. Such solvato-
317chromic changes are concurrent with the phase change to the
318solvated TTF-DMTA-1. Evacuation of the solvent by vacuum
319resulted in the full recovery of the spectrum of TTF-DMTA.
320The spectroscopic behavior was in contrast to that of the TTF-
321TA COF thin films, which displayed no peak shift upon solvent
322treatment (Figure 5d).
323The solvent effect on the absorption spectrum and the
324presence of radical cations were also simulated by time-
325dependent (TD)-DFT calculations on oligomeric subunits
326(monomers, dimers, and macrocyclic tetramers, see Figure
327S29) extracted from the modeled COF crystal structures. As
328experimentally observed, the calculated absorption spectra for
329oligomers from TTF-DMTA-1 and TTF-TA are red-shifted
330with respect to that from TTF-DMTA (see Figure S30a),
331attributable to the more planar structure and, accordingly, the
332more efficient conjugation. In addition, the band experimen-
333tally observed at 411 nm corresponds to an intramolecular
334charge transfer from the TTF cores (where the highest
335occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) are localized) to
336DMTA (or TA) linkers (where the lowest unoccupied
337molecular orbitals (LUMOs) are localized) (see Figure S31).
338In the monocationic form, a new electronic transition (β-
339HOMO-n→β-SOMO, where n ≥ 0) around 1000 nm in the
340NIR region appears, confirming the presence of radical cation
341TTF•+ species in the COF (see Figure S30b).
342The absorption features and the radical characteristics
343corroborate well with electron spin resonance (ESR)
344spectroscopic studies. As shown in Figure S33, both TTF-
345TA and TTF-DMTA powder showed a resonance in the X-
346band with a g value of 2.037, corresponding to the presence of
347doped TTF radical cations and is consistent with the
348absorption spectrum. The addition of a drop of EtOH (40
349μL) into the solid sample incurs a slight decrease of the EPR
350intensity for both COFs, suggesting a slight quenching effect of
351the radical species.
352Electrical Characterization of COF Thin Films and
353Modeling. The reversible interlayer sliding within TTF-
354DMTA prompted us to investigate its impact on electrical
355conductivity. Thin films of TTF-DMTA with a thickness of
356∼100 nm were grown on APTES-modified silicon substrates,
357onto which pairs of gold top electrodes were deposited by
358evaporation. Two-contact measurement on the solvent-free
359COF thin film gave a linear current−voltage (I−V) response
360(Figure S34) and a corresponding conductivity (σ) of 1.3 ×
36110−4 S/m. Treating the TTF-DMTA thin film with EtOH
362resulted in an increase of the conductivity to 1.8 × 10−4 S/m,
363which was transient and decayed over time back to the same
364value as that of the solvent-free COF (Figure 5e). Similar I−V
Figure 5. GIWAXS, UV−vis−NIR spectra, and conductivity
measurements of TTF-DMTA and TTF-TA. (a) GIWAXS pattern
of the TTF-DMTA COF thin film grown on a silicon substrate. (b)
GIWAXS pattern of the TTF-TA COF thin film grown on a silicon
substrate. (c) UV−vis−NIR spectra of the TTF-DMTA COF thin
film before and after treating with EtOH. Insets are the zoomed-in
images of the NIR region showing reversible absorption changes. (d)
UV−vis−NIR spectra of the TTF-TA COF before and after treating
with EtOH. (e) Representative plot of conductivity change against
time for EtOH-treated thin film of TTF-DMTA. (f) Representative
plot of conductivity change against time for EtOH-treated thin films
of TTF-TA.
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365 responses were observed in three independent devices
366 fabricated on separate substrates, with initial σ in the range
367 of 1.5 × 10−4 to 1.7 × 10−4 S/m and Δσ/σ between 0.58 and
368 0.66 (Figure S35). In comparison, when the COF thin film was
369 treated with a nonpolar solvent such as pentane, only a slight
370 change in conductivity (∼7%) was observed (Figure S36a).
371 Correspondingly, no solvent-induced changes were observed in
372 the PXRD spectra of TTF-DMTA powder (Figure S36b). This
373 insignificant conductivity response is in contrast to the EtOH-
374 induced conductivity changes and corroborates well with the
375 lack of phase changes in pentane-treated TTF-DMTA COFs.
376 In the case of TTF-TA, its thin film also experienced an
377 increase in conductivity upon exposure to EtOH (Figure S37);
378 however, it remained constant after the solvent was evaporated
379 (Figure 5f). The different conductivity responses corroborate
380 well with the solvent-induced crystallinity changes observed in
381 TTF-DMTA and TTF-TA COFs, respectively, which suggest
382 their potential application as chemiresistive sensors for volatile
383 organic compounds. To the best of our knowledge, while
384 chemiresistive sensing has been demonstrated in MOF and
385 COF materials,38−42 TTF-DMTA represents the first COF
386 example that displays reversible guest-induced interlayer
387 packing and conductivity changes.
388 At the molecular level, the conductivity switching exhibited
389 in TTF-DMTA COF was investigated through the Marcus
390 theory in which the charge motion is generally described by a
391 hopping mechanism that is particularly efficient along the π−π
392 stacking direction.43−45 The charge-transfer integral (t) and
393 the reorganization energy (λ) are the two key parameters that
394 must be maximized and minimized, respectively, to increase
395 the charge transfer rate constant (kCT). The evolution of the
396 values of λ and t with the size of diverse oligomeric subunits of
397 TTF-TA, TTF-DMTA, and TTF-DMTA-1 (from the
398 monomer to the macrocyclic tetramer) was evaluated at
399 DFT level (see Figure S32 and Table S3). Two main results
400 can be extracted from calculations: first, the least planar COF,
401 TTF-DMTA, yields the highest reorganization energies;
402 second, the eclipsed structures of TTF-TA, and, particularly,
403 TTF-DMTA-1 show, in general, higher t values than TTF-
404 DMTA despite its larger π-stacking distance. Accordingly, the
405 addition of solvent molecules to TTF-DMTA increases the
406 value of kCT for both electrons and holes, resulting in improved
407 conducting properties, in agreement with our experimental
408 observations.
409 ■ CONCLUSIONS
410 Our studies on two TTF-containing COFs with slightly
411 different linker structures have demonstrated that subtle
412 structural changes lead to quite contrasting polymorphic
413 behavior that has been rarely observed in COFs. Simulated
414 structures based on the PXRD studies suggest that while TTF-
415 TA adopts a slipped eclipsed (s-AA) structure, which loses
416 crystallinity upon treatment with polar solvents, the methoxy-
417 containing TTF-DMTA assumes a lower-symmetry, staircase-
418 like structure, which reversibly switches to a s-AA structure in
419 response to solvent treatment. It is worth noting that these are
420 structural models derived from fitting the PXRD pattern with
421 simulated structures. The exact structure might have slight
422 deviations from the proposed models, the assignment of which
423 is unfeasible, given only a handful of clearly identifiable
424 reflections. Accompanying the solvent-stimulated interlayer
425 sliding, consistent spectroscopic and electrical conductivity
426 changes were observed. This work represents the first COF
427example in which different packing states are interchangeably
428accessed in ordered framework structures, which subsequently
429influence the charge-transport properties. Postsynthetic pro-
430cessing-induced change of packing and charge transport
431properties has been more commonly observed in small-
432molecule organic semiconductors and conjugated polymers but
433not in COF materials. This finding thus adds a new dimension
434of dynamic control of the conceptually rigid organic frame-
435works for fine-tuning the physicochemical properties.
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